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For logarithmically divergent one-loop lattice Feynman integrals Ip; a, subject to mild general
conditions, we prove the following expected and crucial structural result: Ip; a  fp logaM 
gp  hp; M up to terms which vanish for lattice spacing a ! 0. Here p denotes collectively the
external momenta and M is a mass scale which may be chosen arbitrarily. The fp and hp; M are shown
to be universal and coincide with analogous quantities in the corresponding continuum integral when the
latter is regularized either by momentum cutoff or dimensional regularization. The nonuniversal term gp
is shown to be a homogeneous polynomial in p of the same degree as fp. This structure is essential for
consistency between renormalized lattice and continuum formulations of QCD at one loop.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.77.045010

PACS numbers: 11.15.Ha, 11.25.Db

I. INTRODUCTION
Logarithmically divergent lattice Feynman integrals are
of central importance in lattice QCD. The perturbative
renormalization factors for the fields, bare parameters,
and, in many cases, operators of interest, are determined
by such integrals,1 and these determine in turn important
quantities such as the perturbative quantum effective action
[1], the beta-function, the ratio of the lattice and continuum
 parameters, and lattice-continuum matching factors for
renormalized operators—see, e.g., [2,3] for reviews of
lattice perturbation theory and its role in extracting physical predictions from lattice QCD.
In this paper we consider logarithmically divergent oneloop lattice integrals. Explicit evaluations of such integrals
in the past have always resulted in expressions which can
be written in the form
Ip; a  fp logaM  gp  hp; M

I c p;   fc p div; M  gc p  hc p; M (2)
up to terms which vanish for  ! 0, where  denotes the
regularization parameter and div; M is a function that
diverges ‘‘logarithmically’’ for  ! 0. For example, if the
regularization is by momentum cutoff  then   1= and
div; M  logM=, while for dimensional regularization div; M  lM = with d  4   being the
analytic continuation of the spacetime dimension.2
Moreover, in explicit evaluations it has always turned out
that

(1)

up to terms which vanish for a ! 0. Here a is the lattice
spacing, p denotes collectively the external momenta, and
M is some mass scale (e.g., it can be a fermion mass or the
mass scale of the momentum subtraction renormalization
scheme). In particular, the lattice spacing dependence is
given exclusively by the logaM term [there are no terms
logaM1=3 or the like]. This form is expected [4,5], but
before now there has been no rigorous general proof that
the integral must always have this form. Furthermore, for
reasons discussed below, it is expected that the factor fp
should be universal, i.e. independent of the details of the
lattice formulation, and that the a-independent part of
Ip; a should be given by the sum of a universal term
hp; M and a nonuniversal term gp where the latter is a
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An exception is the additive mass renormalization when
chiral symmetry is broken, which is given by a linearly divergent
lattice integral.
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homogeneous polynomial in the components of p of the
same degree as fp. We are going to prove all of these
things in this paper under mild general conditions on
Ip; a.
The structure (1) mirrors the structure of the corresponding continuum integral with some choice of regularization:

fp  fc p;

(3)

hp; M  hc p; M:

(4)

See, e.g., [6]. This is also expected: the relation (3) must
hold in order for the one-loop lattice QCD beta-function to
coincide with the continuum one, and for the anomalous
dimensions of renormalized lattice and continuum operators to coincide at one loop as they should. We are going to
give a general derivation of (3) and (4) in this paper in the
case where the continuum integral is regularized either by
momentum cutoff or dimensional regularization, thereby
confirming that fp and hp; M are universal as claimed.
As mentioned, gp represents a nonuniversal term in
(1). Likewise, gc p represents a term in (2) which is
nonuniversal in the sense that it depends on the choice of
continuum regularization. E.g., the gc p is generally
2
Here l is an inverse-mass parameter introduced into the
integration measure of the Feynman integral by d4 k !
l d4 k for dimensional reasons.
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different for momentum cutoff and dimensional regularization, while hc p; M is universal. However, as we will
show, gp and gc p have a relatively simple structure:
they are both homogeneous polynomials in p of the same
degree as the homogeneous polynomial fp.
In practice it often happens that gp is proportional to
fp, i.e. gp  cfp, and that a factor fp can be
^
extracted from hp; M leaving a function hp=M.
This
is the expected situation for the logarithmically divergent
lattice integrals for the one-loop 1PI Green’s functions of
interest in lattice QCD due to lattice BRST symmetry and
lattice hypercubic symmetries [1,6]. Then the integrals can
be written in the form
^
Ip; a  fplogaM  c  hp=M;

(5)

where only the constant c is nonuniversal. When a gaugeinvariant regularization (e.g. dimensional regularization) is
employed, the corresponding continuum Green’s function
is expressible in a similar way as
^
I c p;   fpdiv; M  cc  hp=M:

(6)

Given the continuum structure (6), the lattice structure (5)
is in fact crucial for consistency between lattice and continuum formulations of QCD at one loop. We intend to
prove (5) for the one-loop 1PI Green’s functions for general lattice formulations of QCD in future work. The results
of the present paper are clearly an essential step in this
direction.
Our results in this paper are specific to the one-loop case.
The higher loop case involves additional technical complications and is left for future work.
In the statement of results above we have not indicated
the dependence on mass parameters, e.g. fermion masses
(if there are any present). However, this dependence is
easily described: In the derivations of the results that we
give, mass parameters enter in an analogous way to the
external momenta, so the dependence on them is given by
simply replacing p ! p; m in the statements of the results above, where m denotes collectively all the mass
parameters. Or we can simply take p to denote collectively
all the external momenta and masses, which is what we
will do in the subsequent sections.
The main steps in our derivation of the results are as
follows. We begin by separating out a divergent part
I0 p; M; a of Ip; a; it is essentially just the leading
term in the Taylor expansion of Ip; a in p with a mass
parameter M introduced to regulate the infrared divergence. The difference Ip; a  I0 p; M; a is shown, as
expected, to be expressible as a convergent lattice integral
whose a ! 0 limit we denote by hp; M [it is seen to
coincide with the analogous continuum quantity
hc p; M].
Then
we
show
that
fp :
d
I0 p; M; a is finite, independent of M, and
lima!0 a da
given by a convergent continuum integral which is shown
to coincide with fc p. The final, and most technically

challenging, step is to show that gp :
lima!0 I0 p; M; a  fp logaM is finite and independent of M. Altogether this implies (1) with (3) and (4).
From its construction it will be clear that I0 p; M; a is a
homogeneous polynomial in p, which implies that fp
and gp are also homogeneous polynomials of the same
degree.
The derivations of the results regarding fp, gp, and
hp; M involve applications of Reisz’s lattice powercounting theorem [7,8]. [The power-counting theorem
does not apply to the logarithmically divergent lattice
integral Ip; a but we apply it to certain convergent integrals associated with Ip; a to establish the desired results.] Furthermore, to establish the finiteness of gp we
require an extension of the power-counting theorem,
namely, a bound on how quickly a convergent lattice
integral approaches its continuum limit for a ! 0. We
derive this extension in the present paper, and in the
process give a proof of the power-counting theorem for
one-loop lattice integrals which does not require a certain
technical condition on the propagators that was needed in
Reisz’s general proof. This allows us to establish the
present structural results under milder conditions on the
lattice integral than in Reisz’s work.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
describe the general lattice integrals that we consider and
state the mild, general conditions on them that we require
to derive the advertised results. In Sec. III we introduce
I0 p; M; a and derive the mentioned result regarding
hp; M. Then in Sec. IV we derive the results regarding
fp and gp, thereby establishing the general structural
results for Ip; a discussed above. We check the results in
an illustrative example in Sec. V, and conclude in Sec. VI
with a summary and discussion of possibilities for extending the results of the paper beyond one loop. In
Appendix A we prove the extension of the one-loop lattice
power-counting theorem used in the derivation of the
structural results of this paper. In Appendix B we show
fp  fc p in the case of dimensional regularization of
the continuum integral. (The proof of this in the case of
momentum cutoff given in Sec. IV.)
Some of the techniques and results of this paper were
developed previously in a special case in Ref. [9].
II. THE SETUP
The one-loop lattice Feynman integrals that we consider
have the general form
Ip; a 

Z =a
=a

d4 k

Vk; p; a
;
Ck; p; a

(7)

where p denotes collectively all the external momenta and
masses. The functions in the integrand in (7) have the
general form
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1
Fak; ap;
am
1
Ck; p; a  n Gak; ap;
a
Vk; p; a 

(8)

where F and G are smooth functions. The lattice degree of
Vk; p; a as a function of k [7] can be characterized as
follows. Let r be the order of the first nonvanishing term in
the Taylor expansion of Fak; tap around t  0, then
Fak; tap  tr F0 ak; ap  tr1 F1 ak; ap; t

(9)

where tr F0 ak; ap is the first nonvanishing term in the
Taylor expansion and F1 k; p; t is a smooth function; in
particular, it and its derivatives are finite at t  0. It follows
from (8) and (9) that


a
V k; p;  mr for  ! 1;
(10)

hence the lattice degree of Vk; p; a in k, which we denote
by d^V , is m  r [7].
We require that the first nonvanishing term in the expansion of Gak; tap around t  0 is the zero-order term;
then the expansion has the form
Gak; tap  Gak; 0  tG1 ak; ap; t;

(11)

where Gak; ap; t is smooth including at t  0. It follows
from this and (8) that


a
C k; p;  n for  ! 1;
(12)

hence the lattice degree of Ck; p; a in k is d^C  n. The
divergence degree of the lattice integral is then defined as
[7]
(13)
d^ I : 4  d^V  d^C  4  m  r  n:
Henceforth we assume that Vk; p; a and Ck; p; a have
finite continuum limits,
a!0

Vk; p; a ! Pk; p;

a!0

Ck; p; a ! Ek; p:

(14)

Then, in light of (8), Pk; p and Ek; p are homogeneous
polynomials in k; p of degree m and n, respectively. We
denote the usual polynomial degrees of Pk; p and Ek; p
in k by dP and dE , respectively. As pointed out in Eqs. (2 –
11) of [7], the lattice degree of C and continuum degree of
P need not be equal, but the inequality dP  d^V holds.
However, in the case of P and E, the condition (ii) imposed
on E below ensures that dE  n  d^P .
Further conditions to be imposed on the lattice integral
are the following:
(i) Gak; ap  0 8 k; p; a. [Then Ck; p; a and
Ek; p are also positive functions.]
(ii) Ek; p  jkjn for jkj ! 1.3
3

Since Ek; p is a0 polynomial, this implies that n must be even
so that jkjn  k2 n for integer n0  n=2.
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(iii) Gak; 0  0 for all nonzero k 2 =a; =a 4 (the
‘‘doubler-free’’ condition).4
In practice the denominator function Ck; p; a arises as a
product of lattice propagators in such a way that conditions
(i)–(ii) are automatically satisfied. This was the situation
considered by Reisz in his proof of the lattice powercounting theorem [7,8]. However, to prove the theorem
Reisz required an additional technical condition on the
lattice propagators—see Sec. 10.1 of Ref. [3] for a discussion [the condition is denoted there by ‘‘(C3)’’]. This
needs to be established for each lattice formulation that one
considers, and it can sometimes be nontrivial. We are able
to make do without this additional condition in this paper,
since we are able to prove the power-counting theorem for
one-loop lattice integrals in Appendix A using only the
conditions stated above (and the infrared finiteness condition mentioned below).
In Reisz’s initial derivation of the lattice power-counting
theorem the propagators were required to be massive [7],
corresponding to strictly positive functions in condition (i)
above. He subsequently extended the theorem to allow for
massless propagators in Ref. [8] where the notion of infrared divergence degree was introduced to handle them. We
also require here that the infrared divergence degree of the
lattice integral be strictly negative so that the integral is
infrared finite. In practice, for one-loop lattice integrals
with massless propagators, this usually means that the
external momenta must be nonvanishing.
The continuum version of the lattice integral (7) is
I c p 

Z1
1

d4 k

Pk; p
:
Ek; p

(15)

The
one-loop
lattice
power-counting
theorem
(Appendix A) states that when d^I < 0 and the lattice
integrand satisfies the aforementioned conditions then the
a ! 0 limit of Ip; a is finite and coincides with Ic p.
The theorem cannot be applied directly to logarithmically
divergent (d^I  0) lattice integrals, but we will apply it to
certain convergent integrals associated with them to establish the structural results of this paper. We will also need an
extension of the power-counting theorem, namely, a bound
on how quickly Ip; a converges to I c p when d^I < 0,
which we derive in Appendix A. It tells that Ip; a 
Ic p vanishes at least as quickly as a log1=a for
a ! 0—see Appendix A for the precise statement.
III. SPLITTING OFF THE DIVERGENT PART
We now specialize to logarithmically divergent (d^I  0)
one-loop lattice integrals Ip; a satisfying the conditions
of Sec. II. To study such integrals it is useful to split them
4
Note that Gak; 0 necessarily vanishes at k  0 since otherwise Ck; p; a  a1m Gak; ap could not have a finite a ! 0
limit.
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into the sum of a simpler logarithmically divergent integral
I0 p; M; a and convergent integral I1 p; M; a 
Ip; a  I0 p; M; a as described in this section.
In light of (9) we can decompose
Vk; p; a  V0 k; p; a  V1 k; p; a;

(16)

where
V0 k; p; a 

1
F ak; ap;
am 0

d^V0  d^V ;

(17)

1
F ak; ap; 1;
d^V1  d^V  1: (18)
am 1
The statements regarding d^V0 and d^V1 in (17) and (18) are
seen as follows. Since tr F0 ak; ap is the order r term in
the expansion of Fak; tap in t, it is a homogeneous
polynomial in p of degree r. Hence,
V1 k; p; a 

F0 ak; tap  tr F0 ak; ap

(19)

and it follows that V0 k; p; a  mr for  ! 1. Next,
using (9) we find F1 ak; tap; 1  Fak; tap 
F0 ak; tap and then, again using (9),
F1 ak; tap; 1  tr1 F1 ak; ap; t:

(20)

mr1
am

It follows that V1 k; p; a 
F1 ak; ap; 1= which
diverges no quicker than mr1 for  ! 1.
Now let M be an arbitrary mass parameter and define5
I0 p; M; a 

Z =a
=a

d4 k

V0 k; p; a
:
Ck; 0; a  Mn

Note also that since F0 ak; ap is a homogeneous polynomial of degree r in p the same is true for V0 k; p; a and
therefore also for I0 p; M; a.
To explicitly verify that Ip; a and I0 p; M; a differ by
a convergent integral, we start from

Z =a
Vk; p; a
4
Ip; a  I0 p; M; a 
dk
Ck; p; a
=a

V0 k; p; a

(22)
Ck; 0; a  Mn
and rewrite the integrand as
Vk; p; a  V0 k; p; a
 V0 k; p; a
Ck; p; a


Ck; p; a  Ck; 0; a  Mn
:
Ck; p; aCk; 0; a  Mn 

The integral of the first term here has divergence degree <
0 since V  V0  V1 has divergence degree  d^V  1 [recall (18)]. The integral of the second term also has
divergence degree < 0 since Ck; p; a  Ck; 0; a  Mn
has divergence degree  n  1; this follows from the fact
n1
that Ck; p; a=  Ck; 0; a=  an G1 ak; ap; 1=
where we have used (8) and (11). The lattice powercounting theorem then implies that (22) has a finite a !
0 limit as claimed, and that the limit is given by the
corresponding continuum integral:
hp; M : lim Ip; a  I0 p; M; a
a!0


Z1
Pk; p
P0 k; p
4


dk
Ek; p Ek; 0  Mn
1

(21)

Since Gak; 0 is nonvanishing, Ck; 0; a  n for  !
1 just as in (12), hence the divergence degree of the
denominator function here is n just as before. This together
with (17) implies d^I0  d^I  0. Clearly I0 p; 0; a is precisely the leading order term in the Taylor expansion of
Ip; a in the external momenta p. It is generally infrared
divergent though, and I0 p; M; a is simply an infraredregularized version of this term with M being the regulator.
[M is raised to the power of n in (21) to ensure that the
regulator term Mn has the appropriate mass dimension.] In
light of this we expect the difference between Ip; a and
I0 p; M; a to be a convergent lattice integral, and this will
be explicitly verified below. Therefore, the structure of
Ip; a can be inferred from that of I0 p; M; a. The latter
is easier to study since its dependence on p is simpler—it
enters only through the numerator V0 k; p; a in the integrand. By taking the denominator in the integrand to be
Ck; 0; a  Mn rather than Ck; p; a, we have traded the
potentially complicated p-dependence for a more straightforward dependence on the mass parameter M.
5
~
~
Note that Ck; 0; a  Mn  a1n Gak;
aM with Gak;
aM 
Gak; 0  aMn , so this integral is of the form considered in
Sec. II.

(23)

(24)

with
P0 k; p : lim V0 k; p; a:
a!0

(25)

P0 k; p is the term of order r in the (finite) expansion of
Pk; p in powers of p. It can happen that P0 vanishes; this
is the case when dP < d^V . Nonvanishing P0 corresponds to
dP  d^V . In the latter case both I c p and I0c p; M are
logarithmically divergent and need to be regularized; here
I0c p; M denotes the continuum version of I0 p; M; a
given by
Z1
P0 k; p
I0c p; M 
d4 k
:
(26)
Ek; 0  Mn
1
However, the difference I c p  I0c p; M can be written
as a convergent integral just as in the lattice case above
after invoking the continuum power-counting theorem, and
this integral is precisely the one in (24). By definition
hc p; M is the difference I c p  I0c p; M in the limit
where the continuum regularization is lifted, so we have
verified that hp; M  hc p; M as claimed in (4) in the
introduction.
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Regarding the M-dependence of hp; M, we note the
following. After changing variables to k^  k=M in (24)
and using the aforementioned facts that Pk; p and Ek; p
are homogeneous polynomials in k; p of orders m and n,
respectively, we find

 ^
Z1
^
^ r Pk; p=M  P0 k; p=M :
hp; M 
d4 kM
^ p=M Ek;
^ 0  1
1
Ek;
(27)

is finite and independent of M. This implies that (29) holds
up to terms which vanish for a ! 0 as claimed. Both of
these steps require the lattice power-counting theorem; the
second step requires the extension of the power-counting
theorem which we prove in Appendix A.
A change of variables in (21) leads to

Since the lowest order term in the expansion of Pk; p in p
has order  r it follows that hp; M has the general form
X
hp; M 
pr11
prNN h^r1 rN p=M;
(28)

where we have used the facts that d^I  4  m  r  n 
0 and F0 ak; ap is a homogeneous polynomial in p of
^ p is dimensionful in (32) with
degree r. Note that F0 k;
mass-dimension r since p is dimensionful while k^ is dimensionless. Setting

r1 ...rN r

where fp1 ; . . . ; pN g denotes all the components of p. As
mentioned in the introduction, it often happens in practice
^
that hp; M has the form fphp=M,
which is a special
case of (28). However, it does not seem possible to derive
this form on general grounds without requiring further
properties of the lattice intergal (e.g., resulting from lattice
BRST symmetry and lattice hypercube symmetries).
So far we have essentially been following the usual
procedure for studying a logarithmically divergent
Feynman integral by subtracting off (a suitably regularized
version of) the leading term in the momentum expansion.
The main new content of this paper comes in the next
section where we derive the general structural results for
this term.
IV. STRUCTURE OF I0 p; M; a

I0 p; M; a 

(29)

up to terms which vanish for a ! 0, where fp is given by
a convergent continuum integral (and hence is universal)
and coincides with the analogous factor fc p in the
expression for the corresponding continuum integral
I0c p; M when the latter is regularized either by momentum cutoff or dimensional regularization. Note that since
I0 p; M; a is a homogeneous polynomial in p of degree r,
the same must then be true for fp and gp. When
combined with the results in the preceding section this
then implies the general structural results (1), (3), and (4)
for Ip; a stated in the introduction.
The demonstration proceeds in two steps. First we define
fp : lim a
a!0

d
I p; M; a
da 0

(30)

and show that this limit is finite, independent of M, and
given by a convergent continuum integral which coincides
with fc p. Then we show that the limit
gp : lim I0 p; M; a  fp logaM
a!0

d4 k^



^ p
F0 k;
;
^
Gk; 0  aMn

a^  aM

(32)

(33)

we find from (32) that
a

Z
^ p
a
F0 k;
I0 p; M; a  na^ n
d4 k^
^ 0  a^ n 2
da

Gk;
 n

Z =a^
=a^

d4 k^

^ ap
^
F0 a^ k;
:
^ 0  12
Ga^ k;

1
a^ m

a^1n

(34)
The lattice divergence degrees of the numerator and denominator functions here are m  r and 2n, respectively,
so the integral has divergence degree 4  m  r  2n 
n < 0. We conclude from the power-counting theorem
that its a ! 0 limit is finite and given by

Our goal in this section is to show that I0 p; M; a has
the general form
I0 p; M; a  fp logaM  gp

Z

fp  n

Z1

d4 k^

1

^ p
P0 k;
^ 0  12
Ek;

(35)

independent of M.
We now show that fp  fc p when the continuum
integral is regularized by momentum cutoff. With this
regularization, the continuum I0 -integral,
Z
P0 k; p
I0c p; M;  
d4 k
;
(36)
Ek; 0  Mn

has the structure
I0c p; M;   fc p logM=  gc p

(37)

up to terms which vanish for  ! 1. (This can be seen by
an analogue of the argument we give in the present lattice
case; the continuum argument is simpler and we omit it.)
This implies the structure (2) for the continuum integral
with momentum cutoff regularization discussed in the
introduction, since Ic p;   I0c p; M;  reduces to
the convergent integral hc p; M for  ! 1
(cf. Sec. III). Moreover, we see that

(31)

045010-5
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Changing variables to k^  k= in (36) leads to
I0c p; M;  

Z1
1

d4 k^

^ p
P0 k;
:
^ 0  Mn
Ek;


(39)

Starting from this, (38) is easily evaluated similarly to the
lattice case, and is found to reproduce the integral (35) for
fp.6 The proof of fp  fc p in the case of dimensional regularization is given in Appendix B.
To accomplish the remaining step—to prove that the
limit in (31) is finite —we start by noting from (32) that
I0 p; M; a depends on M and a through the product a^ 
^
aM. We will therefore also denote the integral by I0 p; a
in the following. Define
^ : a
fp; a

d
d
^
I p; M; a  a^
I p; a;
da 0
da^ 0

(40)

^ ! fp for a^ ! 0 and the quantity in (31) can
then fp; a
be expressed as
Z1
1
^  fp loga
^ 
I0 p; a
db fp; b  fp
b
a^
 I0 p; 1:
(41)
To show that this has finite a ! 0 limit, or equivalently,
finite a^ ! 0 limit, we need to show that the integral on the
right-hand side remains finite for a^ ! 0. For this we need
information on how quickly fp; b approaches its continuum limit fp for b ! 0. The fp; b has the lattice
integral expression given by (34) with a^ replaced by b,
and we noted there that that integral has strictly negative
divergence degree. The extension of the lattice powercounting theorem proved in Appendix A then tells that
fp; b  fp vanishes at least as fast as b log1=b for
b ! 0. It follows that the integral
Z1
1
(42)
db jfp; b  fpj
b
a^
remains finite in the a^ ! 0 limit. By Lebesgue’s ‘‘theorem
of dominated convergence,’’ the integral continues to have
a well-defined finite limit when the integrand is replaced by
1
^ ! 0 limit of (41) is finite.
b fp; b  fp. Hence the a
^ there is no
Since M only enters there through a,
M-dependence remaining in the a^ ! 0 limit; i.e., gp is
both finite and independent of M as claimed. This completes the demonstration of the general structural result
(29), thereby establishing the main results (1), (3), and
(4) of this paper.
Although gp arises as the a ! 0 limit of a lattice
expression, it is nonuniversal in general. For example, in

the logarithmically divergent lattice integral expression for
the gluonic 2-point function at one loop in lattice QCD
with Wilson fermions, gp depends on the Wilson parameter, cf. Eqs. (3.24)–(3.25) of Ref. [6].
We remark that since fp and gp are homogeneous
polynomials of order r, and since hp; M has the form
(28), the general expression (1) for the lattice integral can
be written as
X
Ip; a 
pr11
prNN fr1 rN logaM  gr1 rN
r1 ...rN r

 h^r1

rN p=M;

(43)

where the coefficients fr1 rN and functions h^r1 rN p=M
are universal [being determined by fp and hp; M,
respectively] while the coefficients gr1 rN are nonuniversal. [The expression (5) mentioned in the introduction is a
special case of this.]
V. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
As a check on the results of this paper, and illustration of
how they can be used in practice, we apply them to the
following lattice integral which appeared in Eq. (3.9) of
Ref. [6] in connection with the ghost self-energy at one
loop in lattice QCD:
Z =a d4 k
Ip; a 
4
=a 2
2



sina2 k  p cosa2 k  p
: (44)
P
sin2 a2 k  a42 sin2 a2 k  p 
a2

Pa4




Evaluation of this integral in Ref. [6] involved determining
the leading order term in the expansion in p and evaluating
the logarithmically divergent lattice integral expression for
this term, using dimensional regularization to deal with its
infrared divergence. The results of the present paper allow
one to evaluate (44) entirely by continuum integral calculations, except for a nonuniversal constant (which in practice has to be determined numerically anyway).
As it stands, the integral (44) appears to be linearly
divergent. It is actually logarithmically divergent though,
as becomes manifest after symmetrizing the integrand
under k ! k. [Or equivalently, exploiting the symmetry
I p; a  I p; a to write Ip; a  12 Ip; a 
Ip; a .] The integral is then expressed as
Ip; a 

1 Z =a d4 k Vk; p; a
;
2 =a 24 Ck; p; a

(45)

where
6

The calculation involves a change of variables and exploits
the facts that P0 k; p is homogeneous of degree m  r in k
[since, as noted previously, it must be homogeneous of degree m
in k; p while also homogeneous of degree r in p] and Ek; 0 is
homogeneous of degree n in k [since as already noted Ek; p
must be homogeneous of degree n in k; p].

Vk; p; a 

with
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6 Z 1 d4 k 2p k2  4k kp
2 1 24
k2 3  12
Z 1 d4 k
p k2
 3
4
6
2
1 2 k  1
Z 1 dr
r5
1
 3p

p ;
2
6
2
162
0 8 r  1

1
1
Fk; p  2 sin k  p cos k  p
2
2
X

1
2
4sin k  p
2

1
1
 2 sin k  p cos k  p
2
2
X

1
4sin2 k  p ;
2

Gk; p 

X

1
4sin2 k
2

X

1
4sin2 k  p
2


X

1
4sin2 k  p :
2


fp  

(47)



(48)

This is a particular case of our general setting with m  3,
n  6, and r  1 [note that Fk; 0  0; the first nonvanishing term in the expansion of Fk; p in p is the linear
one]. The ingredients that we need for the continuum
integrals are now easily found:
Pk; p  lim Vk; p; a
a!0

 k  p k  p2  k  p k  p2
 2p k2  4k kp  2p p2 ;

(49)

Ek; p  lim Ck; p; a  k2 k  p2 k  p2

(54)

hence c0  1=162 in (53). Turning now to hp; M,
rather than evaluating the continuum integral (24) explicitly we can proceed as follows. In the present case p can
be factored out in (24) leaving an expression that depends
on p only through jpj.7 In light of (28) we conclude that
^ jpj. Setting M  jpj it
hp; M has the general form p h
M
follows that


1
2
2
Ip; a  p 
loga p   c
(55)
322
^
up to terms which vanish for a ! 0, where c  c1  h1.
Thus we have reproduced the result Eq. (3.19b) of Ref. [6]
except for the undetermined numerical constant c. The
determination of this constant in Ref. [6] required knowledge of the numerically determined constant appearing in a
certain logarithmically divergent lattice integral. In the
present case, c could be directly determined numerically
by taking   1, setting p  1; 0; 0; 0 and fitting Ip; a
to the right-hand side of (55) in the limit where a2 p2
becomes small and the lattice volume becomes large.

a!0

 k2 k2  p2 2  4kp2 ;

(50)

which imply
2

P0 k; p  2p k  4k kp;

(51)

Ek; 0  k2 3 :

(52)

Recall that the p-dependence of I0 p; M; a is determined
by that of F0 k; p; it can be found from (47) using
d
F0 k; p  dt
Fk; tpt0 . We will not need the explicit
expression here but simply
P note the following property:
F0 k; p has the form  p F0 k and F0 k changes
sign under k ! k when   ; the p -terms are thus
seen to give vanishing contribution to I0 p; M; a when
  . This together with the general results of this paper
implies
Ip; a  p c0 logaM  c1   hp; M

(53)

(up to terms which vanish for a ! 0). Here p c0  fp;
this and hp; M are given by the continuum integrals (35)
and (24), respectively, while c1 is a nonuniversal numerical
constant which our results
In light of (45)
R d4 k
R do not determine.
we need to first replace d4 k ! 12 2
4 in the continuum
integral expressions, then the explicit evaluation of fp
gives

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main new technical results of this paper, on which
the derivation of the structure result was based, can be
summarized as follows:
d
(1) The limit fp : lima!0 a da
Ip; a is finite and
universal, given by a convergent continuum integral
(35) which coincides with the analogous continuum
factor fc p.
(2) The limit gp; M : lima!0 Ip; a  fp
logaM is finite.
More precisely, these results were established for the simpler integral I0 p; M; a and then hold for Ip; a as well
since it differs from I0 p; M; a by a convergent lattice
integral; this also leads to the decomposition gp; M 
7
To
p
t jpj 

see this, decompose the integration variable into k 
q where q ? p. Then, after noting k2  t2  q2 , kp 
tjpj, and k kp  t2 p  q tjpj, we see from (49) that the
terms in Pk; p contain an overall factor of p except for the
term q , while from (50) Ek; p is seen to depend on t; q
only through t2 and q2 . It follows that the term q in Pk; p
gives vanishing contribution to (24) since it changes sign under
q ! q. And after p is factored out in the other terms, the
remaining expression manifestly depends on p only through jpj
as claimed.
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gp  hp; M with hp; M being universal and gp a
nonuniversal homogeneous polynomial of the same degree
as fp. The structural results for Ip; a stated in the
introduction are essentially consequences of (1)–(2) above.
The proof of (1) was relatively straightforward and
basically amounted to showing that the lattice integral
d
expression for a da
Ip; a has strictly negative divergence
degree, so that the lattice power-counting theorem can be
applied. Proving (2) is the ‘‘hard part’’ of this work; it
requires an extension of the lattice power-counting theorem in the one-loop case, namely, a bound on how quickly
a convergent lattice integral converges to its continuum
limit, which we have given in Appendix A.
The conditions on the lattice integral required in this
work can be summarized by saying that they are the same
as required by Reisz in his derivation of the lattice powercounting theorem [7,8] except that we do not need a certain
technical condition on the lattice propagators that he required. This is because we are able to prove the (extended)
power-counting theorem in the one-loop case in
Appendix A without invoking this condition. It remains
to be seen whether or not our techniques can be extended to
the general multiloop case so as to establish the general
lattice power-counting theorem without using Reisz’s additional condition.
We remark that the infrared finiteness condition
(infrared divergence degree < 0 [8]) was only needed
here for the application of the lattice power-counting theorem to hp; M  lima!0 Ip; a  I0 p; M; a in Sec. III.
The other applications of the power-counting theorem (and
its extension) are to lattice integrals associated solely with
I0 p; M; a and these are manifestly free of infrared divergencies for M > 0.
The general structural results of this paper provide the
basis for rigorously and explicitly establishing several expected foundational properties of lattice QCD: universality
of the one-loop beta-function, and universality of anomalous dimensions of renormalized operators at one loop (in
the usual case where the renormalization factors are logarithmically divergent). The case of the one-loop lattice
QCD beta-function requires some further elaboration since
the individual lattice Feynman diagrams relevant for its
calculation can have stronger divergencies (linear and
quadratic). However, thanks to lattice BRST symmetry
and lattice hypercube symmetries, these integrals can always be combined to get logarithmically divergent ones
[1,6], to which the results of the present paper can then be
applied. From this the lattice QCD one-loop beta-function
is seen to coincide with the continuum one, as we will show
explicitly in a future publication. Furthermore, we hope to
prove the consistency of general lattice formulations of
QCD with continuum QCD at one loop; i.e., show that
when the same renormalization conditions are imposed the
renormalized Green’s functions of interest are the same in
the lattice and continuum formulations. This is of course

expected, and is known to be the case for the specific lattice
QCD formulations studies to date, but it should be shown
to hold for general lattice formulation. One way to view
this issue is as an attempt to answer the following question:
‘‘What are the mildest and most general conditions that a
lattice QCD formulation must satisfy in order to be consistent with continuum QCD?’’8
An important practical issue in lattice QCD is the explicit evaluation of lattice Feynman integrals; this is
needed, e.g., for the lattice-continuum matching of renormalized operators that is required in order to extract physical predictions from lattice QCD (see, e.g., [3]). The results
of this paper provide a secure theoretical basis for a standard procedure used to perform such evaluations in the
case of one-loop logarithmically divergent integrals: To
evaluate Ia one takes an already known lattice integral
I0 a whose logarithmically divergent part coincides with
that of Ia so that Ia  I0 a is a finite lattice integral
which can be evaluated, e.g., numerically [3]. But in order
to choose an appropriate I0 a we need to know what the
divergent part of Ia actually is. More precisely, we need
to know for sure that the divergent part of the integral is
given exclusively by a log-term f loga [no term
loga1=3 or the like], and we need to know the factor
f. The structural result of this paper tells us both of these
things for general logarithmically divergent one-loop lattice integrals.
There are several directions in which one could attempt
to extend the results of this paper: to logarithmically
divergent multiloop lattice integrals, general divergent
one-loop integrals, and multiloop integrals in general.
Also, in connection with the Symanzik improvement program it is useful to determine the structure of the terms in
Ip; a which vanish for a ! 0. The expected structure of
general divergent lattice integrals, which provides a guide
for attempting to extend the results of this paper, is the
following [4,5]:
Ip; a  a!

1 X
l
X

cmn pan logam :

(56)

n0 m0

Here ! is the divergence degree of the integral and l is the
number of loops. In the one-loop case this can be expressed
as
Ip; a  a! fp; a loga  gp; a;

(57)

where fp; a  f0 p  f1 pa  f2 pa2  . . . and
gp; a  g0 p  g1 pa  g2 pa2  . . . .
Finally, we mention that although naive and staggered
lattice fermions do not satisfy the doubler-free condition
[(iii) in Sec. II], it is nevertheless often possible to apply
the results of this paper to lattice integrals of interest
involving these. This can be done when the symmetries
8

D. A. thanks Professor Peter Weisz for suggesting this
perspective.
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of the integrand allow the integral to be rewritten as
R=a 4
R
4
  Nt =2a
 where Nt is the
=a d k
=2a d k
number of tastes (  16 for naive fermions and 4 for
staggered fermions).9 The arguments and results of this
paper are then easily carried over to the integral
R=2a 4
.
=2a d k
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As noted in Sec. 2 of [7], the difference between
Vk; p; a and its continuum limit Pk; p admits an estimate of the form
X
jVk; p; a  Pk; pj  alV jQj k; pj
j2J

lV  1;
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APPENDIX A: EXTENDED POWER-COUNTING
THEOREM FOR ONE-LOOP LATTICE FEYNMAN
INTEGRALS
For convenience we will treat p and a as dimensionless
parameters here; i.e., we assume that they are expressed in
units of some arbitrary mass scale.
Theorem.—For one-loop lattice integrals Ip; a satisfying the conditions stated in Sec. II, if d^I < 0 then the
corresponding continuum integral Ic p given by (15) is
convergent and there exist a0 p > 0 and cp > 0 such
that
jIp; a  Ic pj  cpa log1=a

for 0 < a  a0 p:
(A1)

Remarks.—(i) The theorem implies the usual convergence statement Ip; a!a!0 I c p when d^I < 0, which is
Reisz’s result [7,8] specialized to the one-loop case. The
new content is the estimate on how quickly the convergence happens. This plays an essential role in establishing
the structural result of this paper since it is needed to prove
the finiteness of gp in Sec. IV. (ii) In practice it is often
possible to obtain a sharper estimate than (A1). This will be
seen in the proof below—see (A27). (iii) The estimate
(A1) is in accordance with the general expectation for the
lattice spacing dependence of Ip; a in Refs. [4,5] which
indicates that Ip; a  I c p should vanish at least as fast
as a loga for a ! 0.
The convergence of the continuum integral I c p is a
straightforward consequence of conditions (ii) in Sec. II
and the fact mentioned there that dP  d^V . We now make
some technical preparations for the proof of the rest of the
theorem.
9
For example, this is possible for the naive or staggered
fermion loop contribution to the one-loop vacuum polarization
[10].

(A2)


jkj  ;
a

where J is a finite set and the Qj ’s are polynomials satisfying dQj  d^V  lV . [This is readily seen by Taylorexpanding Fak; ap in (8) in powers of a.] An easy
consequence of this is that for fixed p there exist constants
cV p > 0 and c0V p > 0 such that
^

jVk; p; a  Pk; pj  alV cV pjkjdV lV  c0V p

(A3)
for jkj  :
a
A similar argument shows the existence of lC  1,
cC p > 0, and c0C p > 0 such that
jCk; p; a  Ek; pj  alC jkjnlC  c0C p

for jkj  ;
a

(A4)

where we have used the fact that d^C  n (cf. Sec. II).
The other technical properties that we will need are
summarized in the following:
Lemma.—For fixed p there exist b > 0,  > 0,  > 0,
 > 0 with   1, and R  0 with R  b , all depending
on p but independent of a, such that, for 0 < a  b,
(a)
Ek; p  2jkjn for jkj  R;
(b)
Ck; p; a  jkjn  R=2 for R  jkj  a ;
(c)
Ck; p; a  a1 n for k 2  a ; a 4 , jkj  a .
Proof of lemma.—The existence of an  > 0 and R  0
such that part (a) of the lemma is satisfied is an immediate
consequence of condition (ii) on Ek; p stated in Sec. II.
Next, reexpressing the estimate (A4) as
jCk; p; a  Ek; pj  cjakjl jkjn  al c0


;
a
(A5)

for jkj 

where we have set c  cC p, c0  c0C p, and l  lC , and
defining10

  1=l 
 1=l
1 
R

;
 : min
;1 ;
a1 : min
;
 c
2c0
R
(A6)
we obtain
10
The condition   1 is to ensure that the region jkj  a  is
contained within  a ; a 4 . The condition a1  R  is to ensure
that R  a1 .
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jCk; p; a  Ek; pj  jkjn  R=2

for jkj  ; 0 < a  a1 :
a
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(A7)

Vk; p; a Z 1 4 Pk; p

dk
Ck; p; a
Ek; p
=a
1


Z
Vk; p; a Pk; p
4


dk
Ck; p; a Ek; p
jkj=a
Z
Vk; p; a

d4 k
4
Ck; p; a
k2 =a;=a ;jkj=a
Z
Pk; p
:
(A11)

d4 k
Ek; p
jkj=a

Ip; a  I c p 

Combining this with the inequality
Ck; p; a  Ep; k  jCk; p; a  Ek; pj;

(A8)

and using part (a) of the lemma, leads to part (b) for any
choice of b > 0 with b  a1 . To prove part (c) we define 
by
2
 minfGk; 0jk 2 ;  4 ; k  g:

The conditions (i) and (iii) on Gk; 0 in Sec. II ensure that
this minimum is strictly positive, i.e.  > 0. Continuity of
Gk; q in k and q then implies that there exists an R0 > 0
(depending on , and hence on p) such that11
Gk; q 

1


k  ;

for k 2 ;  4 ;
jqj 

d4 k

Splitting up the integration region jkj  a  into the subregions

R 1 : jkj  R
R2 : R  jkj  
a
and rewriting the corresponding integrand as
Vk; p; a Pk; p Vk; p; a  Pk; p


 Pk; p
Ck; p; a
Ck; p; a Ek; p


Ek; p  Ck; p; a
Ek; pCk; p; a

(A9)

I 1 k; p; a  I 2 k; p; a;

R0 :

(A12)
we define

Consequently,
1
1
Ck; p; a  n Gak; ap  n
a
a
R0
:
k  ; a 
jpj

Z =a



  4
;
for k 2
;
a a
(A10)
0

R
The lemma is hereby seen to hold with b  minfa1 ; jpj
g.
Parts (b) and (c) of the lemma are variants of bounds that
arise in Reisz’s approach from an additional technical
condition on the lattice propagators [7]. Here we have
derived the bounds using only the general conditions (i),
(ii), and (iii) of Sec. II, without the need for Reisz’s additional condition. Our bounds suffice to prove the lattice
power-counting theorem in the one-loop case, as we will
see below. It may be possible to modify Reisz’s proof of the
general (arbitrary loop) lattice power-counting theorem so
that the present bounds also suffice there, without the need
for the additional condition on the propagators, but this is
left for future work.
With the technical preparations in place we now proceed
to the main goal:
Proof of theorem.—Choose b, , , , R as in the
lemma, and restrict to lattice spacings a  b. We rewrite
the difference between the lattice and continuum integrals
as follows:
11
Here q is a variable collectively representing all the external
momenta and masses, and jqj is its norm in the total space of
these parameters.

Iij :

Z
Ri

d4 kI j k; p; a

i; j 2 f1; 2g:

(A13)

We then define I3 p; a and I4 p; a to be the 2nd and 3rd
integrals, respectively, in (A11). Then Ip; a  Ic p
equals the sum of these integrals, hence
jIp; a  I c pj  jI11 p; aj  jI12 p; aj  jI21 p; aj
 jI22 p; aj  jI3 p; aj
 jI4 p; aj:

(A14)

To prove the bound on jIp; a  I c pj stated in the
theorem, it now suffices to establish a similar bound on
each term in the right-hand side of (A14), which is what we
do in the following.
For I11 p; a we use the bound (A2) to obtain
Z
jVk; p; a  Pk; pj
jI11 p; aj 
d4 k
Ck; p; a
jkjR
P
jQk; pj
Z
j2J
l
4
aV
:
(A15)
dk
Ck; p; a
jkjR
The infrared finiteness condition [8] ensures that the integral here is finite and remains so in the a ! 0 limit [given
by replacing Ck; p; a by Ek; p in the integrand]. We
conclude that jI11 p; aj vanishes at least as fast as alV for
a ! 0.
Applying a similar argument to I12 p; a, we find that
jI12 p; aj vanishes at least as fast as alC for a ! 0.
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For I21 p; a we use the bounds in (A3) and part (b) of
the lemma to obtain
Z

jVk; p; a  Pk; pj
Ck; p; a
Rjkj=a


^
lV Z
a
c jkjdV lV  c0V

d4 k V n 1
:
 Rjkj=a
jkj  2 R

jI21 p; aj 

d4 k

(A16)
The a ! 0 behavior of the last integral is
Z 1=a
^

drr3dV lV n :

(A17)

Recalling (13) we have 3  d^V  lV  n  d^I  lV  1
where d^I ( < 0) is the divergence degree of the lattice
Feynman integral in the theorem. It follows that for a !
0, the last integral in the right-hand side of (A16) is
convergent if d^I  lV < 0, diverges  log1=a if d^I 
^
lV  0, and diverges 1=adI lV if d^I  lv > 0. Thus
we obtain the following upper bounds on the rate at which
I21 p; a vanishes for a ! 012:
8
for d^I < lV
< alV
jI21 p; aj  ajd^I j log1=a for d^I  lV (A18)
:
^
^ I > lV :
ajdI j
for d
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which is the same as (A17) with lV replaced by lC . By the
same argument as in the preceding case we find the following upper bounds on the rate at which I22 p; a vanishes for
a ! 0:
8
< alC
jI22 p; aj  ajd^I j log1=a
:
^
ajdI j

^

8 k 2 R4 ;

jVk; p; aj jVk; p; a  Pk; pj  Pk; p

Ck; p; a
Ck; p; a
^

^

^

^

The a ! 0 behavior of the last integral is
Z 1=a
^

dr r3dV lC n ;

^

 cP 2dV  adV c0P 
^

andV p; a;

(A23)

where p; a has a finite limit for a ! 0. It follows that
jI3 p; aj 

Z

d4 k

k2 =a;=a 4 ;jkj=a

jVk; p; aj
Ck; p; a

 4
2 nd^V
^

a
p; a  24 ajdI j p; a
a
(A24)
^

showing that jI3 p; aj vanishes at least as fast as ajdI j for
a ! 0.
Finally, for I4 p; a we use the bounds in (A19) and
part (a) of the lemma to obtain
jI4 p; aj 


Z

d4 k

Pk; p
Ek; p

d4 k

cP jkjdV  c0P
:
2jkjn

jkj=a

Z

^

jkj=a

(A25)

The behavior of the last integral for a ! 0 is

^

cP jkjdV  c0P cC jkjnlC  c0C 
jkjn jkjn  12 R

^

 andV cV 2dV lV  adV lV c0V

Rjkj=a

jEk; p  Ck; p; aj
Ek; pCk; p; a
alC Z
 2
d4 k
2 Rjkj=a

^

dv lV  c0   c 2dV  c0
alV cV 2
P a
V
P
a

1=an

(A19)

where the dependence of cP > 0 and c0P > 0 on p has been
suppressed in the notation. Using this together with the
bounds in (A4) and parts (a) and (b) of the lemma, [and the
fact that Ck; p; a and Ek; p; a are positive by
condition (i) of Sec. II] we obtain
Z
jI22 p; aj 
d4 kjPk; pj

(A22)

To derive a bound on I3 p; a, we use the bounds in (A3)
and (A19), and part (c) of the lemma, and the fact that k 2
 a ; a 4 ) jkj  2
a , to derive a bound on the integrand:

To derive a bound on I22 p; a we first note that, since
dP  d^V (cf. Sec. II), the polynomial function Pk; p
admits a bound of the form
jPk; pj  cP jkjdV  c0P

d^I < lC
d^I  lC
d^I > lC :

for
for
for

(A20)



Z1

^

dr r3dV n :

(A26)

1=a

(A21)

12
Here and in the following we use the notation jIaj  aq
to denote that jIaj vanishes at least as fast as aq for a ! 0,
etc.

Since 3  d^V  n  d^I  1 it follows that the behavior is
^
^
1=adI  ajdI j , hence jI4 p; aj vanishes at least as fast
^I j
j
d
as a for a ! 0.
From (A14) and the a ! 0 behaviors of the integrals
derived above, we obtain the following upper bounds on
the rate at which Ip; a converges to I c p for a ! 0: Set
l  minflV ; lC g, then
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8
>
< al
c
jIp; a  I pj  ajd^I j log1=a
>
: ajd^I j
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for l < jd^I j
for l  jd^I j
for l > jd^I j:
(A27)

Since lV  1, lC  1, and d^I  1, we see that in all cases
the convergence is at least as fast as a log1=a. This
completes the proof of the theorem.
APPENDIX B: STRUCTURE OF Ic
0 p; M WITH
DIMENSIONAL REGULARIZATION
We consider the dimensionally regularized continuum
integral I0c p; M:
Z1
P0 k; p
I0c p; M;  
l d4 k
;
(B1)
Ek; 0  Mn
1
where l is an inverse-mass parameter introduced for dimensional reasons. Our goal here is to show that it has the
form


lM
 gc p
I0c p; M;   fp
(B2)

up to terms which vanish for  ! 0, where fp is the same
factor that multiplies the log term in the corresponding
lattice integral. This implies that the dimensionally regularized continuum integral I c p;  has the form claimed
in the introduction with fc p  fp.
In the calculations that follow we repeatedly exploit the
facts that P0 k; p is homogeneous of order m  r in k and
order r in p; that Ek; 0 is homogeneous of order n in k;
and that 4  m  r  n  0 (i.e., d^I  0). Changing integration variable to k^  k=M in (B1) we find
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Changing integration variable to k^  k~ leads to
I0c p; M;   

lM c
f p; ;


(B6)

where
Z1
1
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